
"Getting themselves into their texts may be as as difficult for ethnographers 

 as getting themselves into the culture" (Clifford Geertz in "Works and Lives")

                  

Representing  the  Other  is  the  bread  of  social  scientists  who  work  in  the  field  of 

Anthropology. Over the history of Ethnography, the forms of representing the other became various 

in  number  and manner. By degrees  it  became evident  in  ethnographic  discourse  how much a 

representation of a certain culture does not just depend on the sort of construction or image that is 

drawn of the society-of-study, but also on the manner of the ethnographer presenting him or herself. 

To put it into semantic terms: the signifance of the significant is highly affected by the very nature 

of the signifier. In reference to Foucault`s "What is an author?", I therefore want to stress that the 

act of writing is not just a method of manifesting a subject of interest with language but rather "a 

question of creating a space into which the writing subject constantly disappears," (Foucault 1977: 

102). The more an author is using this space-creating tool, the more he or she is able to empower 

his or her own authorship. In standing behind the scenery, above or next to the subjects of interest, 

suggesting the view of a camera, the author  consiously or subconsiously   raises authority on� �  

his or her perception of things in pretending a neutrality that is at least suggestive and at the most 

constructed. 

In contrast to Foucault, Barthes is arguing that the modern author is dead and the one who in fact 

has the authorty of the text is the reader who becomes the critic of the author. "When the Author has 

been found, the text is "explained" - victory to the critic (...) The reader is the space on which all the 

quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost" (Barthes 1977). In 

this sense the author is never more than the instance of writing.  

In comparing the works of two of the most influential anthropologists of the 20th century, 

Bronislaw Malinowski's  Argonauts of the Western Pacific together with his posthum published  A 

Diary in the Strict Sense of the Term and Claude Lévi-Strauss'  Tristes Tropiques, my aim in this 

paper is  to  analyze their  particular  way of authorship. How do the two authors constitute their 
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ethnographic authority? How do they appear as an author in their texts? How do they manifest their 

writer's identity   (above the investigated subjects and the reader)? And last but not least,  how do 

they actually  know what  they know and write  about  and in  which way do they transport  this 

knowledge? In the sense of the latter question, my field of interest is also of epistemological nature: 

Which are the external conditons that are responsible, if certain notions, perceptions and insights of 

an author occur as genuine and veritable in a text?

I. Malinowski's "Participant Description"

Bronislaw  Malinowski1,  the Polish-born  founder  of  Social  Anthropology  in  Britain,  published 

several key monographs exploring different aspects (i.e. custom, sexuality, gardening, crime) of the 

Trobriands in the archipelago of the Western Coast of New Guinea that are by now all classics of 

the discipline. Among these,  Argonauts of the Western Pacific2 (1922), the most prominent and 

most-cited of his monographs, gained most public attention, for its detailed description of the kula, 

the remarkable reciprocal trading system of the Trobriands. There Malinowski dismantled, like an 

anatomist, the tribal society of Trobiander in skeleton (institutions, material culture products), meat 

and blood (social practice) and spirit (stories, typical utterances of natives). 

Malinowski's aim that he tracked in his extended fieldwork and the following monography is 

articulated quite generally in his own words: "The goal is, briefly, to grasp the natives’ point of 

view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his world" (Malinowski 1960: 25).

From this attempt of grasping the indigenous peoples life3 in their villages his understanding of  the 

"imponderabilia of actual life" (Ibid. 18), originated. Here Malinowski refers to a perspective that 

1 Malinowski was born 1884 in Cracow/Poland, where he completed a doctorate in physics and mathematics. A 
chance reading Frazer's "The Golden Bough" attracted him to Social Anthropology. Subsequently, in London, 
he completed a thesis on the Australian Aborigines. In 1927 he was appointed to the first chair in Social 
Anthropology at the London School of Economics, where his seminars attracted and supervised many now 
celebrated anthropologists. Malinowski died 1942 while preparing a fieldwork in Oaxaca/Mexiko (see

  Young, Michael (2004). Malinowski. Odyssey of an anthropologist, 1884–1920. London, New Haven: Yale UP)
2         The title of the book derived from parallels between the Kula ring and the Argonauts Greek myth that     

        Malinowski observed among theTrobriands and prompted him to call them  as Argonauts of the South Pacific 
3          To “grasp the natives’ point of view” he did exhaustive translations from their language that are documented in 

         the following comment of his diary “Writing down and translating 8...couplets took me two hours!” (1967:    
293). Interestingly, he did not dare to take this kind of care with women as it is also documented in his 
posthumely published diary (see Perey 2005).
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can only be obtained by living among indigenous poeples for long periods of time4. More precisely, 

"imponderabilia" refers to those aspects of "native" life (i.e. their ordinary behaviour), which can 

not be precisely determined or which the indigenous poeples themselves have difficulties to explain. 

To get as close as possible to the "imponderabilia of actual life", Malinowski went as the  first 

anthropologist in the history of Anthropology into the field.  Fieldwork, á la Malinowski, was long, 

demanded fluent knowledge of the local  vernacular, and was based,  methodologically, on what 

Malinowski called "participant observation". This was a principle, which, as he specified it, should 

"immerse" the anthropologist as deeply as possible into the foreign culture, participating, as far as 

possible, in all everyday activities, while observing what is going on. 

Nevertheless,  what  Malinowski  is  doing  in  the  Argonauts  of  the  Western Pacific,  is mainly 

describing and explaining the life of the Trobriands, offering the reader a homogenous picture of 

Trobriand life without offering any of the contradictions usually derive in the  "imponderabilia of 

actual life".  In describing the indigenous life extensively,  one can assume that Malinowski was 

captured in the dilemma of his own method, since his Participant Observation mainly appears as, 

what Geertz (1988) calls a "Participant Description". However, the highly detailed described events, 

where Malinowski  for example, offers the reader dozens of pages in favour of technical canoe 

descriptions (pp. 105ff), are subverted by the transcending stories Malinowski created around them:

"We now  enter  an  opaque,  greenish  sea,  whose  monotony  is  broken  only  by  a  few  
sandbanks, some bare and awash, others with a few pandanus trees squatting on their air  
roots, high in the sand. To these banks, the Amphlett natives come and there they spend  
weeks on end, fishing for turtle and dugong. Here is also laid the scene of several of the  
mythical incidents of primeval Kula. Further ahead, through the mistery spray, the line of 
horizon thickens here and there, as if paint pencil marks had been drawn upon it (...) and 
we find ourselves in the big Lagoon of the Trobriands, with Boyowa, the largest island, on 
our right, and with many others, inhabited and uninhabited, to the North and the Nortwest." 
(Malinowski 1960: 49)

In  oscilliating  between these  two writing approaches,  sounding as  the  pedantic inquiries  of  an 

accurat private detective and at the same time as a romantic traveller on a pilgrimage, his writing 

4 In Malinowskis case he conducted fieldwork at the Trobrand Islands between 1915 and 1918. During this time 
he spend in total nearly two years at the indigenous villages. Stressing the Participant Obeservation, he pitched 
his tent in the villages of the Trobriand Peoples in order to live among them.
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strategy does not only appear to be a rhetorical tic but is sacrificed to rhetorical discourse that could 

rather take place in a literary discourse than in a indigenous discourse. While delivering a quite 

"totalistic" presentation of the events he describes, that is, trying to convince the reader through the 

sheer power of their factual substantiality and a distinctive literary style, Malinowski stands after all 

above and behind those whose experience he is dare to describe. 

Malinowski, who called himself the "Conrad of Anthropology" was his ambition and power 

as a writer well aware, as he commits in his posthumely published diary: "Feeling of Ownership: It 

is I who want to describe them or create them" (Malinowski 1967: 140). A satisfactory balance - 

between the constructive character of his writings and the nature of the constructive character of 

who and what he described in the Argonauts of the Western Pacific, however, can not be found. This 

might be due to the problems that are related with Participant Observation.  How ambigious the 

procedure of Participant Observation might occur and why it might have turned out as an dilemma 

for Malinowski, is highlighted by Clifford:

"'Participant Obeservation' serves as shorthand for continuous tacking between the 'inside'  
and the 'outside' of events: on the one hand grasping the sense of specific occurences and 
gestures  emphatetically, on the  other  stepping  back to situate  these  meanings in  wider  
contexts.  (...)  Understood  literally, participant-observation  is  a  paradoxical,  misleading  
formula. But it may be taken seriously if reformulated in hermeneutic terms as a dialectic  of 
experience and interpretation." (Clifford 1986b: 127)

Here it is worth noting that the "inside" experience of a researcher can function as a source of 

authority in the field. Experiential authority, is based on a certain "feeling" for the foreign culture, a 

sensitivity for the poeple`s behaviours, gestures et cetera. An emphaty that should help Malinowski 

to get closer to the emic point of view. 

However, after sorting out his innummerable data collected in the field, he had to theorize his field 

results. Doing so, he describes the Trobriand life in a functionalist way, without referring to a single 

dialogue between Trobriand poeple, rather generalizing their discourses,5 pretending being able to 

know what the Trobriands are thinking. Eriksen who is trying to distinguish anthropological from 

fictive texts claims: "Direct introspection is deemed unacceptable in social anthropology.  If one 

5 When he talks, for example, about the chief`s authority he writes: "If anyone offends him, or trespasses upon his 
authority, the chief summons the sorcerer, and orders that the culprit shall die black magic."
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ventures to consider the inner states of persons, one must always refer to acts or statements as 

evidence. Within the psychological realism (...)  introspection is an important literary technique" 

(Eriksen 1995: 192).  Another method of Malinowski that intensifies the impression of faction in 

favour of delivering a harmonic picture for the reader is that he does not appear himself as a person 

in the text.  In literally stepping back (from the field and from the reader),  he again creates an 

authority, due to the gap he creates between him, the Trobriands and the reader. Hence the intended 

"neutral" description turns out to be a matter of hierachy set up by an self-empowerd author.

II. Malinowski's "I-Witnessing" 

While reading Argonauts of the Western Pacific, I asked myself many times, what is it, that makes 

Malinowski`s text that creditable and plausible? Is it only due to the 500 pages of dense description 

of the Trobriands doing this and believing that, that the reader easily takes them as a fact? 

In addition to his scientific narration it is also the situation in that Malinowski, being invisible for 

the reader, puts himself: the respective ethnographer, in a certain time, at a certain place, with his 

specific informants, his own experiences as a representative of his own culture and a certain class 

 � all this gives the text a I-have-been-there-quality, I-speak-with-their-voice quality what Geertz 

calls the "I-witnessing approach to the construction of cultural descriptions" (Geertz 1988: 82). 

Reading the proposed factuality does not only reveal the constructive character of the monography 

but it is in fact quite difficult to dispute since there can be very little doubt about the fact that 

Malinowski has actually been "there". This approach is also known as Ethnographic Realism6 , a 

mode of writing that seeks to represent a culture in  an accurate, objective, scientific account of a 

different way of life, written by someone who knew it first hand. As Clifford puts it, the aim of 

Ethnographic Realism is to give the reader a sense of  "you are there, because I was there" (Clifford 

6 Marcus and Cushman define Ethnographic Realism as "a mode of writing that seeks to represent the reality of a 
whole world or form of life." (Marcus and Cushman 1982: 29) They identify nine characteristics of Ethnographic 
Realism: 1. a totalizing description of another culture; 2. an omniscient, unintrusivenarrator; 3. substitution of 
composite creations for individuals; 4. references to fieldwork only to the extent necessary to establish the 
actualpresence of the ethnographer; 5. focus on everyday life situations; 6. dogmatic claim that the native point of 
view is being represented; 7. generalizations are favored over detailing of particular facts; 8. use ofjargon; 9. 
conceptual abstractions which bypass attention to the context ofnative language (Ibid. pp. 31-36).
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1986b:  118). Hence,  the ethnographer  writes  down his past  experiences in order  to deliver  the 

reader the illusion of an experience in the present. The present tense that is used by Malinowski is 

also called Ethnographic Present. With this applied tool, Malinowski freezes the Trobriand society 

in time and space, just as if they would have no history themselves and  above all excluding the 

whole reality of colonialism that he was a witnesser himself. 

Even if one would scrutinize the complex theory of Kula that Malinowski claimed to discover and 

in case one would find another sytem as described by the famous scholar, he or she would most 

probably  doubt  rather  her  or  his  own  results  than  Malinowski`s  or  would  conclude  that  the 

Trobriands are no longer what they have seemed to be in Malinowskis monography.

In fact the readers of  Argonauts of the Western Pacific  will get most likely overwhelmed by the 

canonical system that Malinowski draws before one`s eyes.  But it is not just about convincing the 

reader that the author has been there as a fact but it is also indicated  even so if  merely subtle � � 

that the reader, if he or she would have been there, would have see things in the way the author did, 

would have felt in his way and would come to the same conclusions. 

III. Malinowski`s Diary

After Malinowskis death, his widow authorized the publication of A Diary in the Strict Sense of the 

Term which is a compilation of the journals he kept during fieldwork in the Trobriand Islands. The 

manuscripts, never meant to be published were  � as diaries ususally are  very intimate, and�  

revealed among other things detailed descriptions about the author`s sexual fantasies (including 

those with the Trobriand women), his frustration with the indigenous and his homesickness. For 

example he frequently refers to the Trobriands as "doglike," "whorish," and he generally expresses a 

pervasive  sense  of  racial  and  cultural  superiority  that  seemed  diametrically  opposed  to  the 

"objective"  appearing  outlines  in  Argonauts  of  the  Western  Pacific.  The  publication  and 

interpretations of this diary did not just cause a controversy in anthropology and led some scholars 

to reconsider their opinion of Malinowski but also initiated the breakdown of epistemological and 
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moral confidence, pre- and intended in the Argonauts of the Western Pacific. Clifford summarizes 

primarly and indirectly what Argonauts of the Western Pacific is not and further emphazises one of 

the most important insights the diary hold for future anthropologists. 

"The diary is an inventive, polyphonic text. It is crucial for the history of Anthropology, not 
because it reveals the reality of ethnographic experience but because it forces us to grapple 
with the complexities of such encounters and to treat all textual accounts based on fieldwork 
as partial constructions" (Clifford 1986a: 84). 

Comparing his monography with his diary, Malinowski's writing   � or more precisely his written 

constructions � become easy to see through. For example in his journal Malinowski talks about the 

visible presence of powerful White outsiders,  whom he tried to erase both from his participant 

fieldwork, and from his final texts.

According to Phillips, Malinowski intended in the  Argonauts of Western Pacific to separate his 

anthropological insights from the autobiographical text in order to preserve the objective "purity" of 

anthropology from the "threat of a contaminating autobiographical subjectivity" (Phillips 2002). 

The Diary on the other hand inverts this process in favour of unsheathing the autobiographical 

notion at the expense of the anthropological. Hence, what is found in Malinowski's diary are the 

problematic  features  of  "the  consequences  of  attempting  to  write  self-presence  while  in  fact 

narrating the absence of a secure subjectivity" (ibid.)

Payne on the other hand oultines a rather positive output the diary had since it bares 

"a compulsive mind, constantly shuttling between sadness and joy, from self-chastisement to 
self-righteousness, from lethargy to work, and back again. Nor does one find anywhere the 
'authorial  self'  presented in the trilogy   � the  patient,  systematic,  empathetic  observer"  
(Payne 1981: 419).

What Payne actually highlights here, is the appearence of the ethnographer as a human being with 

feelings  and  doubts.  The  diary  which  can  be  seen  as  the  many-voiced  paperpack-copy  of 

Malinowski's spiritual and emotional crisis is, according to Clifford, the mirrow of Malinowski's 

rendered identity: "each of the voices represent a temptation; he is pulled to many ways" (Clifford 

1986a: 88).
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"My whole ethics is based on the fundamental instinct of unified personality. From this  
follows the need to be the same in different situations (truth in relation to one's self) and the 
need, indispensability, of sincerity" (Malinowski 1967: 296).

What the author here describes here is that, albeit the desire for a "personal coherence" (Clifford 

1986a: 88), it seems impossible for him to have an ethical center or being sincere. Yet the diary 

reflects the dilemma of his writing strategy: the loss of his unified, consistent self. In fact it is in the 

Argonauts of the Western Pacific that he realises his ideal "ethic" of "unified personality", where he 

interprets the Trobriand society as a holistic system. Applying a functionalist approach, all parts of 

society such as rituals, kinship patterns, economic exchanges (including the kula system), were not 

explained in terms of their origins, but in terms of their current use, namely to satisfy the basic and 

psychological needs (such as food, shelter, and reproduction) of Trobriand society. 

In creating a society whose parts are belonging together, Malinowski could in a way, transcend his 

own “tendency to disperse oneself,  to  chatter, to  make conquests,”  that  he actually  called “the 

degeneration of the creative tendency” (Malinowski 1967: 112) projecting a functioning system 

"designed" by him on the Trobriand poeple. This strategy which Payne called the "functionalist 

therapy" reminds us at notions of hermeneutic philosophy. 

From  Dilthey  to  Heidegger  it  was  discovered  that  the  simplest  cultural  embodiements  are 

intentional creations and that the cultural interpreters constantly construct themselves through the 

study of the "other". In this sense Malinowski constructed himself as the "Conrad of Anthropology" 

by writing the Argonauts of the Western Pacific.

IV. Malinowski`s Faction

Especially  after  the  publication  of  the  Diary,  which  confessed  to  a  certain  extent  all  the 

contradictions that were missing in his monography, the difficulties and paradoxes of ethnographic 

writing got highlighted. Why did Malinowski hide his own identity in the Argonauts of the Western 

Pacific? Why did he devotedly write about a respective group of humans without appearing as a 
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human himself? Caprazano theorizes the gap between what the ethnographer perceives and what he 

writes in the end in comparing anthropologists with Hermes. As the messenger between the devine 

and the wordly inhabitants, the ethnographer has to "uncover the masked". As Caprazano puts it, a 

quiet challenging mission:

"He [the ethnographer] has to make sense of the foreign (...) he must also communicate the 
very foreigness that his interpretations (the translator`s translation) deny, at least in their  
claim of universality. He must render the foreign familiar and preserve its foreigness at one 
and the same time. The translator accomplishes this through style, the ethnographer through 
the coupling of a presentation that asserts the foreign and an interpretation that makes it all 
familiar." (Crapanzano 1984: 52)

In contrast to Hermes, the ethnographer is no trickster. According to Crapazano, he has no cunning 

but nevertheless he has one thing in common with Hermes: he must deliver his message in a very 

convincing way. Thus the reader has to believe in the truth of the etnographer´s text. Due to the duty 

of the ethnographer to be as convincing as possible, he shares the promising attitude with Hermes 

(that the greek mythological trickster uttered in front of Zeus), which is not to lie, but at the same 

time never assuring to tell the whole truth either. In this sense Malinowski's Argonauts of Western 

Pacific can  be  perceived  as  cultural  fiction.  Or  more  precisely  cultural  faction7.  Indicators  of 

cultural faction are also systematic exclusions which includes "that irrelevant personal or historical 

circumstances will also be excluded (one cannot tell all)" (Clifford 1988: 7). At this point it  is 

important to stress the constructive nature of, even the best, ethnographic texts in general, which are 

all systems of truth that are mediated by the claims of power, rhetorics and history, forces that the 

author  cannot  fully  control.  To sum  up,  ehnographic  truths,  as  examplified  in  Malinowski's 

Argonauts of Western Pacific, are inherently partial, hence incomplete.

V. Conclusion on Malinowski

In writing Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Malinowski took, perhaps unintentedly, advantage of 

several writing tools to empower his own authorship which is mainly done by the disappearing of 

7 "Faction" is a portmanteau of "fact" and "fiction". It describes a neologism, in literature, that describes a text as
 based on real historical figures and actual events, woven together with fictitious allegations (see further URL:
 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/faction, acessed at 02.12.08)
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the author's self in the the self created space of the text which suggests that he is omnipresent, able 

to  see  and  observe  all  (including  the  thoughts  of  the  indigenous).  First,  the  monological 

representation of the Trobriand poeple whose conversations are basically generalized in reported 

speech if not summarized in content, create a lack of a dialogical relation-ship between author and 

the Trobriands that is suggested with the concept of Malinowki's Participant Observation. Secondly 

by the homogenized picture that Malinowski is drawing of the Trobriands and that rather occurs as 

"Participant Description" than  Participant Observation, the author rather lifts himself in a high 

literary  position  than  write  emphatically  from  an  emic  point  of  view. Thirdly,  choosing  the 

Ethnographic  Realism as  the  most  applicable  genre  and  the  ethnographic  present  as  the  most 

suitable tense, it appears as if  the picture of the Trobriand is a coherent picture that represents 

"objective", first-hand information of the poeple who just stood still for the portrait Malinowski 

draw of them. But it is not just them who are not embedded in historcal features. Also Malinowski 

puts himself neither in a spatial nor in a temporal context. That he had to remove from his familiar 

environment  that  was  characterized  by  the  securities  comforts  of  a  colonial  power, doing  his 

fieldwork in the middle of World War I, Malinowski does not consider worth mentioning. Rather, 

he who called himself the "Conrad of Anthropolgy", seems to arrive out of nowhere in an unknown 

time:

"Imagine yourself suddenly set down surrounded by all your gear, alone on a tropical 
             beach close to a native village, while the launsch or dinghy which has brought you sails

 away out of sight" (Malinowski 190: 4)

Albeit constructing a monologous, homogized and freezed picture of the Trobriands, Malinowski 

claims with his functionalist approach to deliver the reader a holistic picture of a culture that is, 

after  analyzing  the  constructive  and  contradictious  nature  of  his  monography,  that  has  been 

highlighted  through  the  publication  of  his  journal,  neither  holistic  nor  true  but  rather  cultural 

faction. The unhumble claim that only the ethnographer would be able to represent tribal life in an 

immaculate  way,  he  challenged  reflections  on  representations.  In  this  sense,  anthropological 
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discussions  about  representations  such  as  those  about  "The  Othering",  "Writing  Culture", 

"Orientalism", "Postcolonialism", or "Postmodern Deconstructivism" can be seen as comments and 

reflections due to the "failures" of Malinowski`s empirical and theoretical work.

VI. Levi-Strauss' Civilization Critique

Claude Levi-Strauss8, one of the leading scholars of structural approach in Social Anthropology 9, 

published several works on structuralism and myths10. Although Tristes Tropiques is not the most 

easiest book to read (concerning its various textpatterns and -structures), it is Levi-Strauss most 

famous  work  which  made  him  also  popular  beyond  the  sphere  of  anthropological  science. 

Virtuously combining different kind of literature genres Tristes Tropiques is, among the vre of theœ  

french anthropologist, the most illuminating work if we consider text-building strategies. Besides 

being a  classic  anthropological  work that  systematically accounts  the  settling,  rituals,  clothing, 

singing,  myths,  body  painting,  dances,  tools,  art  and  languages  of  the  Caduveo,  Bororo, 

Nambikwara and Tupi-Kawahib in the brazilian Amazon, Tristes Tropiques aggregates a travelogue, 

autobiographical  ruminations,  enigmatic  prose,  and  a  fundamental  ground  breaking  work  for 

philosophical meditation on such topics as the status of anthropology or the differences between the 

high religions. 

Tristes Tropiques which was written by Levi-Strauss 15 years after he conducted fieldwork 

in Brazil, one of the main characteristics of the book is revealed to the reader with the opening 

8   The french anthropologist who recently turned 100, was born at the 28th of November 1908 in Brussels into a 
intellectual  Jewish  family. He studied law and  philosophy at the Sarbonne in Paris. From 1935 untill 1939 he 
was appointed as a professor of sociology at São Paulo University, Brazil, which enabled him to do field 
research among Brazil's Indian tribes. Lévi-Strauss then returned to France and served in the following two 
years in the army during World War II. After the army he escaped to New York where he taught at the New 
School for Social Research and at the École Libre des Hautes Études (1942-1945). He was also cultural attaché 
in the French embassy (1946-1947). Back in France, Lévi-Strauss was associate director of the Musée de 
I'Homme and director of the École Pratique des Hautes Études, and editor of Man at the Review of French 
Anthropology. 1960 he became professor of social anthropology, professor of comparative religions of 
nonliterate people, and director of the Laboratory of Social Anthropology at the College of France (see Schmitt 
1999).

9 According to Claude Lévi-Strauss the term "structuralism" was open to abuse when applied outside the domain
of anthropology and linguistics from which he got inspired for his own work (mainly by the linguist Ferdinand 
Saussure). As theorist, Lévi-Strauss fundamentally changed the relationship between anthropology and 
linguistics by treating linguistics as a theoretical framework for anthropological inquiry, rather than merely 
reducing it to the minor role of a descriptive tool for fieldwork (see Losh 2006).

10          Including "Les Structures élémentaires de la parenté" (1949), "La pensée sauvage" (1962), Le totémism 
              aujourd'hui (1969) "Mythologica I", (1971) "Il" (1972), III (1973), "IV" (1975)
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passage where he writes: "Ich hate travelling and explorers" (Levi-Strauss 1992: 18). Referring to 

himself as "I", the reader does not just know right away who is talking but is also confronted with a 

sharp subjectivity that furthermore points to his youthful self as the Other (see Donato 1966: 270). 

Starting with this very ironic sentence � concerning the fact that Levi-Strauss is an anthropologist 

who necessarily has to travel in order to search for his own and other cultures  � it enhances the 

text immidiately with a human scent. Most strinkingly however is the straightforward honesty and 

the  self-reflexivity  of  Tristes  Tropiques that  is  found  troughout  the  complete  book.  Moving 

physically away from his home, his society, sailing towards the New World in order to work as a 

professor and in search for a society that is reduced to its most simple expression11, Levi-Strauss 

seems to mentally look closer to himself and his society than he ever did while living in France. In 

doing so, he questions himself and his society as much as he questions the post-colonial West in 

general whose values were imposed on countries of the New World with such a cruel violence that 

it partly seems he want to brake away from his own society. Since what Levi-Strauss is irritatingly 

confronted with at the beginning of his journey are more or less the worst aspects of the western 

world  and  its  traces.  Consistently  Tristes Tropiques is  an  outright  civilization  critique  that  is 

embedded as well in the past, the present and the future as it is exemplified in the following pasage:

"Seitdem  der  Mensch  begonnen  hat,  zu  atmen  und  sich  zu  ernähren,  seit  der  
Entdeckung des Feuers bis zur Erfindung atomarer und thermonuklearer Verrichtungen, hat 
er – außer wenn er sich fortpflanzte – nichts anderes getan, als unbekümmert Milliarden von 
Strukturen zu zerstören, um sie in einen Zustand zu versetzen, in dem sie sich nicht mehr 
integrieren lassen. Ohne Zweifel hat er Städte gebaut und Felder bestellt; aber letztlich sind 
auch diese Dinge nur Maschinen, dazu bestimmt,  Trägheit zu produzieren, und zwar in  
einem Rhythmus  und  in  einem  Verhältnis, die  weit  größer  sind  als  die  Menge  an  
Organisation, die diese Städte und Felder voraussetzen" (Levi-Strauss 2008: 488f).

The pre-historical humans that were part of Levi-Strauss' education and that he is searching for now 

in order to find something intact or maybe even something more individual than what he knew he 

11 The most simple expression he was in search for, he finally found in the Nambikwara people: "Ich hatte eine 
auf ihren einfachsten Ausdruck reduzierte Gesellschaft gesucht. Die der Nambikwara war so einfach, daß ich 
in ihr nur Menschen fand" (Levi-Strauss 2008: 379)
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could not find. There were no "real indians" or "original savages" since they were simply destroyed. 

As he notices, not just them were about to leave, also our own minds wither in front of the machines 

our great civilization created. But his critique of  the ‘mechanical civilization’, as he termed it, is 

not an idealistic or romantic call for a return to the state of nature. 

"For him, both views – of natural  innocence and of cultural superiority – are guilty of  
unexamined idealizations, the first naïvely idealizing the ‘noble savage’ and the second 
uncritically  idealizing  the  ‘mechanical  civilization’  of  the  present.  He  believes  that  
idealizations of this type allow only the complementary and mutually reinforcing prejudices 
of European civilization to come into play, and they do not acknowledge the fundamental 
responsibility that anthropology itself bears for the inexorable destruction of non-Western 
cultures" (Doja 2008: 90).

This expressed debt that is weighing heavy on Levi-Strauss does not only explain the title of Tristes 

Tropiques but more so the physical and mental pain of a human who finds himself confronted with 

other humans that barely survived an invasive encounter that is known as colonialism. 

Interestingly, for  the  french  anthropologist,  the  confrontation  between  the  indigenous  and  the 

anthropologist does not help to understand their pain. In his point of view the personal encounter is 

not even necessary, although it might be the only way to adept a "total experience" (Burridge 1975: 

565). However, to truly understand the thoughts of the so called savages, the anthropologist or any 

other person can not only observe them, explain or interpret their live. The question of interest that 

the reader is eager to grasp is: How can we achieve knowledge in order to understand? 

VII. Levi-Strauss' memorizing

Above all, it is worth noting that such insights were written down by Levi-Strauss long after he 

travelled throughout the world where the fundations to his awareness evolved:  his refusal to see 

Western civilization  as  privileged  and  unique,  his  emphasis  on  form  over  content,  and  most 

importantly his insistence that the savage mind is equal12 to the civilized mind since they only use 

12 Levi-Strauss explained the equal mind in terms of structuralism and the so called binary opposites which are: " 
a pair of opposiites, thought by the Structuralists to powerfully form and organize human thought and culture. 
Some are commonsense, such as raw vs cooked; however, many such oppositions imply or are used in such a 
way that privileges one of the terms of the opposition, creating a hierarchy. This can be seen in English with 
white and black, where black is used as a sign of darkness, danger, evil, etc., and white as purity, goodness, 
and so on. Another example of a contested binary opposition is rational vs emotional, in which the rational 
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different methods to deal with occuring problems. In this sense Levi-Strauss' aim was to discover 

the universal  principles of the human mind   � a rather theoretical than experiential  challenge. 

Levi-Strauss writes: "to reach reality one has first to reject experience, and then subsequently to 

reintegrate  it  into  objective  synthesis  devoid  of  any  sentimentality"  (Lévi-Strauss  1992:  58). 

Questioning this  assumption,  Phillips  articulated the  following,  relevant  critique,  that  seems to 

display another supposition in Levi-Strauss' human encounters: a subject with out subjectivity.

"Arguably, however, this is what the Cartesian philosophical tradition postulates, an abstract 
subject that draws its authority and universality from its non-corporeality, but Lévi-Strauss 
goes  further  attempting  a  solidification  of  this  "subject"  and  its  projection  into  the  
experiential realm only then to preclude "experience" as a form of knowledge" (Phillips  
2002).

In rejecting any "continuity between experience and reality" (Lévi-Strauss 1992: 58), the author 

also  recognizes  the contradiction between textual  abstraction and experiential  reality. Since the 

material subject itself is inconceivable it  must be excised from any contemplation of the "real". 

Consequently it makes sense that "if the mind of man is everywhere the same, the ‘unshakable basis 

of human society’ is not really social at all but psychological, a rational, universal, eternal and thus 

virtual mind" (Doja 2008: 93). 

Recapturing Levi-Strauss inconceivable mind, the author in my opinion, is not imposing his point 

of view to the reader in putting himself as the all-authoritive author above or next to his subjects.

Alone his mental appearence seems to be too eternal to do so. Instead he seems to subtly ask for 

forgiveness, trying to avoid any hierarchy by reconstructing a past domination. 

Instead of delivering exhaustive descriptions of the external  appearences of the landscapes and 

poeple he met during his sojourn in Brazil, he puts everything he observes in a wider temporal or 

spatial context, compares Brazil with France, Europe, countries in the Middle East or South-Asia 

that  he visited for longer periods,  putting his observations into sheer meaning, sometimes even 

metaphors. As Levi-Strauss abstracted his experience into (written) knowledge, he precinds human 

encounter in an issue of mental activity, one could even argue memory.

term is usually privileged and associated with men, while emotional is inferior and associated with women. 
The list goes on. Deconstruction sometimes involves identifying the oppositions working in a text and then 
demonstrating how the text itself undermines the hierarchy implied or asserted by the opposition" (Direct 
quote from http://www-as.phy.ohiou.edu/~rouzie/307j/binary.html).
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Combining psychoanalyses, marxism and geology, his three "mistresses", Levi-Strauss offers the 

reader in Tristes Tropiques a quite holistic picture, approaching people, things and landscapes from 

various angles and writing genres.

Despite the fact, Levi-Strauss uses different text forms to construct his work, the reader is 

able to locate the author almost anywhere in his text. But does he or she really? Or is it him or 

herself that the reader is locating? Or is it, as Barthes writes, "language itself which speaks" because 

"writing is the destruction of every voice" (Barthes 1977)? Phillips writes:

"Tristes  Tropiques,  affects  an  epistemological  transformation  produced  as  a  personal  
dramatisation, which implies that all "scientific" truth is a kind of theatre of parody no less 
disturbing than Malinowski's uncensored excesses. One never knows who is on "stage," the 
reader, the other, the writing subject, the earth, or simply knowledge" (Phillips 2002).

In fact, although Levi-Strauss is not literally hiding himself in the text, everything he talks about 

seems to have its own world, its own voice and its own memory. As Geertz puts it: "In the whole of 

anthropology there are no works more self-referential — works that point as often to themselves as 

artifacts, and deliberately, as they do to what they are ostensibly about — than Tristes Tropiques." 

(Geertz 1988: 28) But how come this work is particularily self-reflexive? What does Levi-Strauss 

do  to  deliberate  whether  there  are  not  just  differences  but  rather  similarities  in  the  thinking, 

behaviour and institutional structures of human beings?

Tristes Tropiques is written from the priviliged position where the author already arrived at 

the end of his search. Therefore the trait most obvious in the reading of  Tristes Tropiques is the 

reminding, the remembering, the memorizing not just of Levi-Strauss' personal life, rather it seems 

he commemorates the reader some kind of an individual or collective memory of the West "since, 

by  revealing to  the  readers  his  and their  truth  he  permits  them to  do  so by  allowing them to 

appropriate the position of subject that governs the Truth of his discourse." (Donato 1966: 285) So, 

one might call the genre that Levi-Strauss designed in his enlightening work, the genre of memory, 

not to mistake for memoires since the time of the narration does not correspond one-to-one with the 

existential experiences of the author (see Donato 196: 282). However, there are other views on that 

as well. Phillips, for example is arguing that since 

the first chapter 'An End to Journeying', implies an end result of some process rather than a 
point  of  departure,  (...)  it  is  an  apparent  reversal  of  linear  temporality  --  at  least  in  a  
textual/autobiographical sense (...)  The 'logic'  of  this discourse posits a 'de-materialised'  
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space  and  an  atemporal  time.  By  seemingly  collapsing  one  into  the  other,  the  only  
temporality we are left with is an inverse dialectical sequence, and the only spatiality that 
of the text" (Phillips 2002).

Although the books starts chronologically with Levi-Strauss' departure from France, it happened 

after 15 years of reflecting on this journey. Tristes Tropiques, one can argue, ended before it even 

started. Instead of looking back, one might see, as Phillips does, something which could be the 

opposite of time, or a time that ate itself like a black hole does. This atemporal notion however, 

seems to harmonize with Levi-Strauss'  assumption of the discontinuity between experience and 

reality. The reader, floating in some sort of inversed time is left alone with the text. 

My personal experience with the reading however was similar to the metaphorical tragedy 

Levi-Strauss describes on eight pages during the second chapter of  Tristes Tropiques where he 

witnessed in an  surpassing power of observation the  natural  spectacle of  a sunset.  Sunsets,  he 

writes, make people stop, whatever they are doing, they rest and let the day passing in front of their 

inner eye because "Die Erinnerung ist das Leben selbst, wenn auch ein Leben anderer Art" (Levi-

Strauss 2008: 67). Indeed, during his frustrating and tedious travel through the brazilian Amazon, 

the French anthropologist asked himself if this journey is more of  „eine Erforschung der Wüsten 

meiner Erinnerung anstelle der meiner Umgebung“ (Levi-Strauss: 2008: 422). 

The memories Levi-Strauss speaks about led him into the collective bloody memory13 of the 

West. Confronting the reader with the ongoing results of the political, economical, religious and 

socio-cultural occupations and invasions the West managed in the past and in the present tense of 

globalization to enrich itself.  Levi-Strauss considers the post-colonial effects on the Non-Western 

countries as irreversible.

"In the context of the gradual dissolution of colonialism accompanied by a certain 
globalization of modern culture, Lévi-Strauss reminds us that the study of non-Western 
societies to some extent represents the conscience of the West. The goal of anthropology as a 
humanscience grounded on a scientific method is to offer a solution to what is felt as the  
anomie of Western societies, by presenting the example of the relative authenticity of other 
cultures." (Doja 2008: 97)

However, presenting the authenticity of other cltures is what Ethnography tried to do during its own 
13 Here it is worth considering that Levi-Strauss does not seem to distinguish between time and memory. For 
                    further readings on this two notions of the past see Nora, Pierre  (1989). Between Memory and History: 

      Les Lieux de Mémoire. In: Re pres entations , No. 26, Special Issue: Memory and Counter-Memory (Spring 
      1989), pp.7-24
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history.  Nevertheless  this  anthropological  knowledge  was  responsible  for  the  destroying  of 

innumerous native cultures itself. The knowledge of Anthropologists corrupted both "them" and 

"us" since it served the interests of colonial rulers, that we are still confronted with if we travel to 

post-colonized countries.  The reparation-suggestion of the urban sophisticated Levi-Strauss is  a 

"reconstitution of the alien world through its fragments, which might supply the conditions for 

understanding"  (Doja  2008:  94).  Indeed  Levi-Strauss'  self-proposed  mission  is  one  of  an 

"archaelogist of space". 

Questioning and re-writing history is a noble intention but how easy indeed is it for writers 

in general to dissociate themselves from their own discourse of power? And moreover, if we are 

trying to reconstruct the memory (and also history or historized memory) of beings, we have to 

consider  the  constructive  and  even  inventive  nature.  According to  Geertz  who is  arguing in  a 

modernist sense, the critical issue, anthropological text building is a highly distinctive and inventive 

representation of the relationship between the written text and the referred world that follows from 

it (Geertz 1988: 46). 

Albeit all these fact, I want to stress that Levi-Strauss actually made his constructed representation 

quite transparent, both in writing in a very heterogenous way and in questioning (anthropological) 

representations and projections. In this sense the constructive nature of his writings is equal to the 

constructive nature of memorizing his own past and this of one`s own society.

VIII. Levi-Strauss' truth about the others

Although the author was during he wrote the book in a different scheme than his previous self, 

Levi-Strauss as an author and and his character as a travelling anthropologist are identical. Yet the 

author does not believe anymore in the unity of his travel experience. As many anthropologists 

Levi-Strauss travelled around the world in search of the others and as a few other anthropologists he 

soon realized that what he mainly found was himself and the picture of the others that his own 

society taught him. Although anthropologists are usually less susceptible to the myths of their own 

historical truth, they remain the childs of their societies14 (see  Donato 1966: 273). 

14 How Levi-Strauss captures himself as a child of his own society is exclusively highlighted in his play "The 
Apotheosis of Augustus".
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When Levi-Strauss finally finds the savages in the Brazilian Amazon he was in fact shocked how 

less and how less different they were as he and his own society expected them to be. It was then 

when he recognized that our Western societies are dependant on the image we have of the "noble 

savage"  � not to identify with this so called primitive but to have a face where we are able to 

project  our  phantasmagorical  images  (see  Donato  1966:  272)  on.  The  sort  of  reality  can  be 

deciphered by the effort it takes to comprehend it. "Understanding consists in reducing one type of 

reality to another; that the true reality is never the most obvious; and that the nature of truth is 

already indicated by the care with which it takes to remain elusive" (Lévi-Strauss 1992: 57-58)

If the western hemisphere is still believing in the pure and genuine primitive, then, Levi-Strauss 

concludes, it is only because it refuses its own history and their forces that led to the destruction of 

this poeple � if they ever existed as such images. And if there should be a time, where the so called 

savages are indeed understand by the West, they most probably won`t be there any more (see 

Donato 1966: 273). All in all the picture of the savage, in Levi-Strauss' point of view, is not just 

constructed but invented due to the fact that we ignore which momentous relationsip bonds "us" 

with "them". 

Another opinion on the representation of others and the way they affect us is suggested by 

Cassierer. According to Cassierer, the human being is not able to escape its inventions. Instead of 

perceiving and dealing with things our knowledge is ordered by representations that put themselves 

between us and reality. But, in contrast to Levi-Strauss, those representations do not alter our 

worldviews rather they are preconditions without our worldview would not be possible (see 

Cassierer 1993).

However, representing the other in our context is not just connected to the savages but as 

well to the reader that Levi-Strauss is talking to. Representing becomes presenting. As Donato 

reminds us, the "truth, our speech belongs to the Other" (Donato 1966: 285), not just in the sense 

that it is adressed to it but that it relies to this others position which controls the articulation of one`s 

speech. Paradoxically, his own truth that Levi-Strauss is revealing in front of the reader, that 
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becomes his truth while reading, is adressed to this other which Levi-Strauss sets himself apart 

from.  Getting absorbed by his own new discovered true about the equal structure of human minds 

the author, as Donato observes, seems to lose track of himself:

"The final lesson of Tristes Tropiques is then delivered by the necessary return to 
oneself. In this internal geography related to the sensory world, any personal 
identity has disappeared. The internal world became an anonymous one, because the 
ethnographer succeeded in finding the primary and founding identifications with 
others (Doja 2008: 89)".

What Doja paraphrases here might be simply due to Levi-Strauss' profession: anthroplogy. 

Outlining his relationship to this discipline it becomes clear, that this approach that is touching the 

history of the world and his own frees his doubts since it shows differences that make sense to 

everybody.

"Die Ethnographie gibt mir intellektuelle Befriedigung: Als Geschichte, die an ihren 
beiden Extremen sowohl die Geschichte der Welt wie meine eigene berührt, entschleiert 
sie gleichzeitig deren gemeinsame Vernunft. Indem sie mir vorschlägt den Menschen zu 
untersuchen, befreit sie mich vom Zweifel, denn sie betrachtet in ihm jene Unterschiede 
und Veränderungen, die für alle Menschen einen Sinn haben (...) Sie versöhnt meinen 
Charakter mit meinem Leben" (Levi-Strauss 2008: 61).

Interestingly, Barthes, who suggests the death of the author and the birth of the reader writes: “The 

reader is the space on which all the quotations  that make up a writing are inscribed without any of 

them being lost; a text's unity lies not in its origin but in its destination” (Barthes 1977). This 

destination that for Barthes is the reader, is Ethnography for Levi-Strauss - the destination that 

reconciles his character with his life.

VIX. Conclusion on Levi-Strauss

Geertz said when describing Tristes Tropiques that it "is several books at once" (Geertz 1988: 29).

In my opinion this hits the nail on the head. Even if  we split  up his different textpatterns into 

different systems, as Levi-Strauss used to do with the customs of the natives, and say his book is 

3in1: travelogue, ethnography and philosophy, it does not tell the whole story. Geertz comments:  
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For what we have in Tristes Tropiques is not a hierarchical, surface-to-depth arrangement of 
texts, the one hidden beneath the other, so that interpretation consists in deeper penetration 
as one strips away the layers. What we have is co-occurring, competing, even sometimes 
mutually interfering texts existing at the same level. "  (Geertz 1988: 33)

Analyzing Levi-Strauss, his textual power reminds me of finding the exit in a labyrinth. Although 

the paths and lines are clear, exits emerge as entrances, the aim literally becomes the way. As the 

builder of a labyrinth does not want you to look through the walls, it is important to focus on the 

way.  Similarly, "Levi-Strauss does not want the reader to look through his text, he wants him to 

look at it (Geertz 1988: 29)". 

This does not just  remind us about Levi-Strauss'  consideration that interpreting a culture is not 

enough, it also seems closely related to the Barthesian author-writer: “In the multiplicity of writing, 

everything is to be dis entan gl ed , nothing d e ciph er ed ; the structure can be followed, "run" (like the 

thread of a stocking) at every point and at every level, but there is nothing beneath: the space of 

writing  is  to  be  ranged  over,  not  pierced;  writing  ceaselessly  posits  meaning  ceaselessly  to 

evaporate it, carrying out a systematic exemption of meaning” (Barthes 1977). 

In contrast to the hypothesis of Foucault who sees the author as a controller of meaning, Barthes' 

controller of meaning is the reader while the author keeps a discoursive function. Barthes writes: 

"In the end the essential meaning of a work depends on the impressions of the reader, rather than 

the "passions" or "tastes" of the writer". Indeed reading Tristes Tropiques seems  � albeit startling 

� to empower the reader more than it does the author who as much as he does not believe in the 

unity  of  his  travels  does  not  even believe in  the  unity  of  his  text.  Criticizing and confronting 

himself, Levi-Strauss seems to have almost no space where he could disappear since he constantly 

unmasks himself. 

Although it is important to stress that the french author in Tristes Tropiques appeared predominantly 

as  a  thinking  mind  than  a  human made  of  flesh  and  bones.  His  subjectivity  seems  somehow 

subjectsless. However, deconstructing human systems was his passion and when he wrote Tristes 

Tropiques 1955 Levi-Strauss could be called already post-modern although nobody at that time 
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knew the meaning of the term.

X. Conclusion on Malinowski and Levi-Strauss 

In contrast to Malinowski who raises the question of how and why the anthropologist does what he 

does, Levi-Strauss questions the nature of the anthropolgist and anthropology as a (post-)colonial 

discipline.  The innocent harmony and continuity that is found in  The Argonauts of the Western 

Pacific  is  simply transmitted to  a  consciousness  that  takes responsibility, permanently  question 

itself by sustained disruptures. While Malinowki's work is chronological and linear in a classical 

sense, Tristes Tropiques albeit somehow chronological as well works with flashbacks, previews and 

seems to take off at all directions at once. Or as Geertz put it: "To my mind, Levi-Strauss's work is 

organized  neither  linearly,  a  progress  of  views,  nor  quantumly,  a  series  of  discontinuous 

reformulations of a fixed and single view; rather, it is organized, if you will, centrifugally (Geertz 

1988: 32). 

Concerning the power of the two authors, it seems obvious that both create some sort of power that 

at first sight seem to be be diametrically opposed but in fact they also uncover an important parallel: 

Malinowski,  like  Lévi-Strauss,  crave  for  an  ideally  unchanging  product;  an  abstract  subject 

detachable  and  elevated  from  the  vagaries  of  material  experience.  Malinowski  in  creating  an 

impersonal, god-like authorative without any debilities who describes subjects in a  monologue, 

who are only able to speak out of his generalizations about them. Levi-Strauss on the other hand 

who strives to reject experience by reintegrating it  into objective synthesis in order to achieve 

reality and knowledge, creates a subject which is objectified.

Nevertheless,  Lévi-Strauss,  in  sharp  contrast  to  Malinowski,  is  actually  leading  a  discourse  in 

Tristes Tropiques, he reflects, guides, instructs and advices nor imposing an authorative impetus on 

the reader. In this sense Levi-Strauss can be seen in the Barthesian sense as a true author-writer who 

hands his power over to the readers mind. This is if nothing else due to the fact that Levi-Strauss 

shares his thoughts of failure with the reader, whereas the "theory" was imposed externally by 
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Malinowski's diaries. A reason why Argonauts of the Western Pacific appear although filled with 

myriads of fine details about the Trobriands life somehow shallow, simply lacking soul.

While Malinowski does not seem to answer or did not raise most of the question of interest for an 

anthropologist of today, Levi-Strauss overwhelms the reader with so many explanations of interest 

that one does not even know which insight to digest first. Although more than 30 years apart, the 

writing style applied by Levi-Strauss in his  Tristes Tropiques can be indeed seen as the reflexive 

meta-geer that Malinowski's authorative impetus was lacking. Comparing Malinowski and Levi-

Strauss as authors is basically like chosing between the story of paradise on earth told by an old-

school neurotic teacher in a exhaustively detailed but naive pioneer-euphorism, or the adventures in 

the djungle of the human psyche told by a philosopher who went trough a hell on earth and who 

knows a way out.
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